Abstract. Motivated by the studies done by G. Siromoney et al. (1973) and Alexandru Mateescu et al. (1998) we examine the language theoretic results related to shuffle on trajectories by making use of Siromoney array grammars such as (R :
Introduction
There have been several studies on generation of languages of finite words [2] . One such tool for the generation of languages is found to be the shuffle on trajectories [5] . The shuffle on trajectories is based on the parallel composition. This operation is introduced using a uniform method based on the notion of trajectory.
A trajectory is a segment of a line in a two dimensional XY plane. The line can change its direction only at points with non negative integer coordinates. A trajectory defines how to skip from a word to another word during the shuffle operation. Languages consisting of trajectories are either regular or context free string languages considered in [5] .
The generation of two-dimensional arrays by theoretical models [2, 4, 6, [8] [9] [10] ] describes a wide variety of interesting classes of pictures. To develop the study on parallel contextual array grammars, the shuffle operation on finite arrays with trajectories has been introduced [3] . Based on the studies of rewriting rules on various Siromoney matrix grammars [8] , the shuffle on trajectories on finite and infinite rectangular array languages has been done in [1] . The closure properties for different classes of Siromoney matrix languages with respect to shuffle on trajectories and the comparison of its generative power with other array grammars have been made in [1] .
In formal language theory new families of languages are introduced by changing the type of rewriting rules. Furthermore in order to obtain richer families restrictions are imposed on the use of production rules in well known families of grammars. Several such studies are available in the literature [7] . In [9] Siromoney et al. have given the generalized notion of rewriting rules in string grammars to array rewriting rules for matrix grammars. These rules are either regular, context free or context sensitive in nature but the use of production rules is restricted by the condition of row and column concatenation. As an application, Siromoney array grammars generate interesting kolam patterns [10, 11] and it can be noted that Siromoney matrix languages are particular cases of Siromoney array languages [9] .
In this paper we continue the study of the shuffle on trajectories as a tool for obtaining various finite array languages generated by Siromoney array grammars [9] such as (R : R)AG, (R : CF )AG, (CF : R)AG, (CF : CF )AG, (CS : R)AG, (CS : CS)AG and (CF : CS)AG. We further examine the language theoretic results related to L 1 T L 2 where L 1 and L 2 can be taken from different or same families of array languages and T is either a regular language or a context-free language.
Basic definitions
In this section we first review some of the basic definitions from [1, 9] . Definition 2.1. Let Σ be a finite alphabet of symbols. A picture A over Σ is a rectangular m × n array of elements of the form
The set of all pictures or arrays over Σ is denoted by Σ * * . A picture language or an array language over Σ is a subset of Σ * * . .
Similarly, the row concatenation A −B of A and B is defined only when p = q and is given by
The empty array is denoted by Λ. We have Λ | P = P | Λ = P and Λ − P = P − A = P for any P ∈ Σ * * .
We use ⊕ to denote either | or −. Also when there is no ambiguity and the meaning is clear then the operator ⊕ is left out. Definition 2.3. The column shuffle operation on two arrays P and Q denoted by P c Q is defined recursively as
where P = A | X and Q = B | Y , P, Q ∈ Σ * * , A is the first column of P and B is the first column of Q. The operation is defined only when the number of rows in P and the number of rows in Q are equal. If A is empty then X = P . Similarly if B is empty then Y = Q. Also P c Λ = Λ c P = P . Definition 2.5. The row shuffle operation on two arrays P and Q denoted by P r Q is defined recursively as
where P = A −X and Q = B − Y , P, Q ∈ Σ * * , A is the first row of P and B is the first row of Q. The operation is defined only when the number of columns in P and the number of columns in Q are equal. Also P r Λ = Λ r P = P . Definition 2.6. Let V 1 = {r, u}, V 2 = { , d} be the sets of versors in the plane. , r, u and d stand for the left, right, up and down directions respectively. A trajectory is an element t ∈ V * 1 ∪ V * 2 . Let |P | c denote the number of columns in the array P , |P | r denote the number of rows in the array P . If w is a finite string, then |w| a denotes the number of occurrences of a in w.
Definition 2.7. Let Σ be a finite alphabet, t ∈ V recursively defined as follows. If P = A | X and Q = B | Y where A, B, X, Y ∈ Σ * * , A and B are the first columns of P and Q respectively, then
The row shuffle of P with Q on the trajectory vt, v ∈ { , d}, t ∈ V * 2 is defined in a similar way with r, u replaced by , d and | catenation is replaced by
The above operation is extended to array languages over Definition 2.9. Let G = (V, I, P, S) be an array (rewriting) grammar (AG), where V = V 1 ∪ V 2 , V 1 a finite set of non-terminals, V 2 a finite set of intermediates, I, a finite set of terminals, P = P 1 ∪ P 2 ∪ P 3 , P 1 the finite set of non-terminal rules, P 2 the finite set of intermediate rules and P 3 the finite set of terminal rules. S ∈ V 1 is the start symbol, P 1 , is a finite set of ordered pairs (
++ have the same number of rows in the first case and same number of columns in the second case; i.e., the finite set of intermediate rules involve only intermediates and a finite number of fixed arrays in I ++ . Further P 2 is such that each intermediate in V 2 generates either a language (called intermediate matrix language) whose terminals are a finite number of arrays with the same number of rows or the transpose of such a language. P 2 is called CS, CF or R depending on whether the intermediate matrix languages generated are CS, CF or R. P 3 the finite set of terminal rules is ordered pairs (
Remark 2.11. I * * denotes the set of all horizontal sequences of rectangular arrays from I and I ++ = I * * − { }, where is the empty array. I * * denotes the set of all vertical sequences of rectangular arrays from I and 
++ and x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x p have same number of columns}.
Definition 2.14. M = {X/S ⇒ * G X, X in I ++ } is a (context sensitive : context sensitive) array language ((CS : CS)AL) if there exists a (CS : CS)AG G such that M = M (G). Similarly for the remaining eight families.
Notation. We write α ⇒ P β when a rule in P 1 or P 2 or P 3 is used in the derivation. The reflexive, transitive closure of ⇒ is denoted by ⇒ * .
Results
In this section we give the existince results for the array languages such as (R : R)AL, (CF : CF )AL, (CF : R)AL, (CF : CS)AL and (CS : CS)AL.
Theorem 3.1. There exist two languages L 1 and L 2 in (R : R)AL and (CF :
Proof. Let L 1 = {L token of all sizes with fixed proportion} be a (R : R)AL generated by
= {X, ·}, P 1 = P 11 ∪P 12 ∪P 13 , with P 11 = {S 1 → (A 1 −S 1 ) | B 1 }, P 12 be the set of intermediate rules given by L A1 and L B1 ,
The language thus generated is
Let us consider a (CF : CF )AL, L 2 , which is the language
= {X, ·} and S 2 ∈ V and P 2 = P ∪ P ∪ P where
Now the shuffling of L 1 and L 2 over the trajectory T C = {r n u m /n, m ≥ 1}, which results in a (CF : CF )AL with the language being of the form
is a (CF : CF )AL generated by the following (CF : CF )AG, G 3 = (V 3 , I, P 3 , S 5 ) where V 3 = V 31 ∪ V 32 with V 31 = {S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 }, V 32 = {A 1 , B 1 , A 2 , B 2 } and P 3 = P 31 ∪ P 32 ∪ P 33 where
Proof. Let L 1 = { shape I of all sizes with fixed proportion }, i.e.,
be a (CF : R)AL generated by the following (CF : R)AG, G 1 = (V , I, P , S) where V = V 1 ∪ V 2 , V 1 = {S, S 1 }, V 2 = {A, B, C, D}, I = {X, ·} and P = P 1 ∪ P 2 ∪ P 3 where
Let us consider another (CF : R)AL, L 2 = { the token L of odd sizes and fixed proportion }, generated by a (CF : R)AG, G 2 = (V , I, P , S ) where
Let us consider the trajectory T as CF L, T C = {r n u n /n ≥ 1}. Now the shuffling of L 1 and L 2 over the trajectory T is a (CF : R)AL given by
which can be generated by the following (CF : R)AG, G = (V , I, P , S ) where
n ≥ 1} and Proof. Let us consider a (CF : CS)AL L 1 , a set of matrices of the form
which is generated by the (CF : CS)AG, G 1 = (V , I, P , S ) where V = V 1 ∪ V 2 , V 1 = {S , S 1 }, V 2 = {A, B}, I = {X, ·} and P = P 1 ∪ P 2 ∪ P 3 where
Let us consider another (CF : CS)AL L 2 , a set of matrix of the form
and L 2 is generated by (CF : CS)AG, G 2 = (V , I , P , S ) where
= {A, B, C, X} and S ∈ V 1 . The production rule P consists of P = P 1 ∪ P 2 ∪ P 3 , where
Consider a regular trajectory
is also a (CF : CS)AL being generated by the following (CF : CS)AG, G = (V, I, P, S) where
Proof. Let us consider a (CS : CS)AL L 1 consisting of pictures of the form
generated by the following (CS : CS)AG, G 1 = (V 1 , I, P 1 , S) where
Let us consider another (CS : CS)AL, L 2 consisting of a set of pictures of the form
generated by the following (CS : CS)AG, G 2 = (V 2 , I, P 2 , S) where
which is generated by the following (CS : CS)AG G 3 = (V 3 , I, P 3 , S) where V 3 = V 31 ∪V 32 , V 31 = {S, S , S }, V 32 = V 12 ∪V 22 , I = {·, X}, P 3 = P 31 ∪P 32 ∪P 33 , P 31 = P 11 ∪ P 21 ∪ {S → S | S }, P 32 = P 12 ∪ P 22 , P 23 = φ. 
Proof. Let L 1 be the same (CS : CS)AL (first language) as considered in Theorem 3.4 that can be generated by the same (CS : CS)AG.
Let us consider a (CS : R)AL L 2 consisting of pictures of the form 
generated by the following (CS : R)AG, G 2 = (V 2 , I , P 2 , S ) where
Let us consider the trajectory T C = {r n u n /n ≥ 1}. Then, the shuffle of L 1 and
· · e e f , . . .
and is generated by the following (CS : CS)AG G = (V, I , P, S ) where
Application to kolam pattern generation
"Kolam" refers to decorative artwork drawn on the floor with the kolam drawing generally starting with a certain number pattern of points and curly lines going around these points. A classification of kolam patterns based on their generation by different array grammars was considered by Siromoney et al. [10] . The approach for generation of kolam patterns adopts the technique referred to as Narasimhan's method of kolam generation . The kolam patterns are coded as rectangular arrays of symbols. The array languages generated by array grammars with shuffle operation on finite arrays over trajectories have strong connection with kolam patterns. As an illustration, we consider the following example [10] .
Let L 1 be the set of kolam patterns generated by the following (R : R)AG, G = (V, I, P, S) where V = V 1 ∪ V 2 , I = { , ♦, , , , ∆, B} (B stands for blank), V 1 = {S}, V 2 = {E, F }, P = P 1 ∪ P 2 with P 1 = {S → (S | E) − F }, 
The set of instructions is:
(1) Join a dot to the nearest dot. T C = {r n u n /n ≥ 1}. Now the shuffling of L 1 over the trajectory T C results in a (CF : R)AL and can be generated by the following (CF : R)AG, G 2 = (V, I, P, S), V = V 1 ∪V 2 ), I = { , ♦, , , , ∆, B} (B stands for blank and in the figures drawn the corresponding entry is left blank), V 1 = {S, S 1 }, V 2 = {E, F }, P = P 1 ∪ P 2 where P 1 = {S → (S 1 | S 1 ), S 1 → (S | E) − F }. One generated member of this pattern is given in Figure 2 . 
Conclusion
The class of grammars with array rewriting rules is a powerful tool to describe interesting pictures. In this paper we combine the array languages generated by array grammars with shuffle operation on finite arrays over trajectories and study the picture generation of various classes of Siromoney array languages such as (R : R)AG, (R : CF )AG, (CF : R)AG, (CF : CF )AG, (CS : R)AG, (CS : CS)AG and (CF : CS)AG. These languages have strong connection with kolam patterns. Our future interest is to associate the shuffle on trajectories with array automata and tiling patterns.
